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the fourth king of the Nineteenth Dynasty and the successor of
Ramesses II, inherited an empire from his father that was largely unplagued by
threats of Hittite incursions. After Ramesses II signed the peace treaty with the
Hittites in his twenty-first regnal year, the peaceful relations between Egypt and Hatti
remained during the entire reign of Ramesses II.1 Relations between the Egyptian and Hittite
empires were so congenial, in fact, that Merenptah shipped grain to the Hittites in order to
help stave off the country’s famine, which had only worsened since his father’s time.2 Egypt
also seems to have maintained good relations with Ugarit, a Hittite vassal, as there is evidence
for commercial contact between the two nations at this time.3 Likewise, a sword bearing
Merenptah’s cartouche was found at Ugarit, although it is highly doubtful that the weapon
indicates the participation of the Egyptian military, as some have suggested.4 Therefore, there
was no a superpower that aimed to support rebellions against the Egyptian domination in
Canaan and Syria during the reign of Merenptah. At the death of Ramesses II after reigning
for 67 years, the territory of Egypt comprised in the north the southern Syrian province of
Upe in the Lebanese Biqa Valley, in the south till Abu Hamed and 300 km in the west of the
Delta towards Libya. In the peak of Egypt’s power, the empire passed to Ramesses II’s heirMerenptah.5 The fifth regnal year of Merenptah was a turning point in the overall ideal
situation of the Egyptian empire that had been inherited from Ramesses II. A massive
rebellion occurred right across the border of Egypt.6
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The Canaanite War of Merenptah
Textual reference to the troubles in Canaan during the reign of Merenptah was gleaned almost
solely from the Triumph-Hymn of Merenptah recorded on his Victory Stela (Israel Stela) that
was primarily concerned with Merenptah’s Libyan victory.7 In the closing two lines of the
Triumph-Hymn of Merenptah recorded on Israel Stela is found the following text:8
The princes prostrate themselves, saying: “Peace!”; No one of the Nine Bows (dares) raise up
his head; Tjehenu is plundered whilst Hatti is peaceful, Canaan is seized by every evil,
Askhelon is carried off and Gezer is seized, Yenoam is made as (though it) never existed, Israel
is wasted without seed, Kharu is made a widow of Egypt. All the lands together are at peace.
Everyone who travels has been subdued by the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Baienre
Meriamun, Son of Re, Merenptah, Contented with Truth, Given life like Re every day.

It has been remarked on the Triumph-Hymn that Merenptah names three Canaanite city-states
(Ashkelon, Gezer, and Yenoam),9 and for the first time in history, Israel – a people without a
7
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fixed city-state, to judge by the writing
of its determinative, contrasting with the sign ,10
used as determinative for the three other cities.11 In 1978, Franck Yurco first proposed that the
war scenes that found in the Karnak temple, on the south wall of the Great Hypostyle Hall and
on the outer western wall of the Cour de la Cachette – the court between the Great Hypostyle
Hall and the Seventh Pylon of Thutmose III – were not part of the same composition and that
the latter had been made by Merenptah instead.12 Yurco’s findings were quickly and heartily
endorsed by Kitchen,13 Stager,14 and with – some modifications – by Rainey.15 However,
these conclusions also came under more incredulous scrutiny from a handful of scholars
including Redford, Sourouzian and Iskander.16 The war scenes of Merenptah at Karnak
included four battle scenes; prisoner-binding and prisoner-collecting scenes; then badly
damaged scenes of prisoners being driven back to Egypt; and the presentation of the prisoners
to Amun.17 Besides the originality of Merenptah’s presence on this wall, Yurco also pointed
out the correspondence of Ashkelon18 in the scenes and on the Triumph-Hymn, as well as the
presence in the scenes of two other towns captured, and a battle people without a town, these
would have corresponded to the other two towns, Gezer and Yenoam, plus the people of
Israel of the Triumph-Hymn.19
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As noted above, Merenptah names three city states Ashkelon, Gezer, and Yenoam in the
Triumph-Hymn. These are set within the context of two regional references: Canaan,
described as plundered into every sort of woe, and Kharu, said to have become a widow
because of Egypt. By the 1960s, most scholars have concluded that “Canaan” in the texts of
the Egyptian Nineteenth Dynasty referred to the entire area of Palestine. The identification of
the geographical name “Canaan” continues to be widely debated in the scholarly literature.
Cuneiform sources from Mari, Amarna, Ugarit, Aššur, and Hattusha have been discussed, as
have Egyptian sources. Renewed excavations in North Sinai along the “Ways of Horus” have,
along with recent scholarly reconstructions, refocused attention on the toponyms leading
toward and culminating in the arrival to Canaan. This had led to two interpretations of the
Egyptian name Pa-Canaan: it is either identified as the territory of Canaan or the city of Gaza.
Recently, Hasel have suggested that the name Pa-Canaan in Egyptian New Kingdom sources
consistently refers to the larger geographical territory occupied by Egyptians in Asia.20
Furthermore, Hasel argues that Pa-Canaan and Kharu correspond to each other in the poetic
hymnic structure of the Israel Stela as a major geographical region which is said to encompass
much of the Egyptian territory of Asia. The clause “Kharu has become a widow because of
Egypt” neatly provides a closure for the segment concerning this geographical region. PaCanaan/Kharu has become a widow because the listed entities within its area no longer have
their previously known existence. Therefore, the Israel Stela places Pa-Canaan in parallel with
Kharu, a synonymous term for the larger territory of Egyptian domination in western Asia.
Within this territory are the conquered city-states of Ashkelon, Gezer and Yenoam and the
socioethnic entity Israel.21
The identification of the besieged unnamed towns scenes with Gezer and Yenoam is based
primarily on the assumption that the mentions of the places on the Triumph-Hymn were
arranged geographically. Indeed, Ashkelon, Gezer and Yenoam lie in a south to north
progression, from the coastal plain into the hill country.22 Moreover, Merenptah in his Amada
stela receives the epithet “subduer of Gezer”.23 The Ashkelon relief shows a conventional
double-walled citadel upon a mound or tell. In that relief (as in some others of the Ramesside
war scenes), the local ruler wields a brazier, while children (or their corpses) are dangled over
the parapets, possibly as human sacrifices. Here, pharaoh charges forward in his chariot,
firing a hail of fatal arrows against the Ashkelonites, while Egyptian soldiers slay others, hack
at the gates with axes, or throw up scaling-ladders. The occupants lift their hands as if to seek
mercy [fig. 1-3].24 The text glossing the attack on Ashkelon reads:
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The despicable town which His Majesty carried off, it have been bad: Ashkelon. It says ‘happy
is he who is loyal to you and woe is he who transgresses your boundaries’.25

It seems that Ashkelon rebelled during the events of the Libyan war of Merenptah’s fifth
regnal year. Kitchen suggested that the revolt might have taken place at Ramesses II’s death,26
but Morris noted that this would still seem a rather bold move for towns located so close to
Egypt’s borders.27 Morris argues that Ashkelon may have counted upon the success of the
joint attack mounted upon Egypt by the Libyans and the Sea Peoples at western Delta, which
would have been of sufficient magnitude to absorb almost all of the Egyptian army’s attention
at that time.28 On the other hand, some scholars including Waldbaum,29 Wright,30 Dothan,31
and Bietak,32 suggested the presence of the Sea Peoples in southern Canaan during the reign
of Merenptah. Therefore, a possible alliance might have taken place between the Ashkelonites
and the Sea Peoples in this rebellion against Egypt in Canaan during the Libyan war of
Merenptah. Furthermore, Papyrus Anastasi II, dating to the time of Merenptah, refers to the
Maryannu warriors who fought with the Libyans and the Sea Peoples against Egypt during the
Libyan war of Merenptah.33 The Maryannu were a class of warriors whose expertise in
handling chariots and caring for horses were an ancestral tradition which made them the
nobility or the aristocracy of the Canaanite societies during the Late Bronze Age.34 It seemed
strange to find the Maryannu fighting against the Egyptians for the first time in history in the
Western Desert of Egypt and not in the Levant as they had usually occurred in the Egyptian
records.35 This could represent an evidence of an alliance between the Sea Peoples and the
Canaanites during the rebellion of Canaan in Merenptah’s reign. However, Morris stated that
due to the proximity of Ashkelon to Egypt, the inhabitants of the town would have been well
apprised of the events of Egypt’s western border and certainly could have capitalized on the
distraction of their overlord.36
Geographically, Ashkelon would be the first point of resistance with which Merenptah’s
troops would have to deal. In the next battle scene, the name of the fort or town is either
Eastern Contributions to the Siege of Troy”, in J. Carter, S. Morris (eds.), The Ages of Homer: A Tribute to
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broken away, or was not carved. Geographically, Gezer was the next place in line which
Merenptah’s force had to reconquer, hence it may be intended here as mentioned above. This
scene is symbolic, as the king seizes the local ruler by his hair, to dispatch him with the
khepesh-sword, while the ruler is still within his own ramparts [fig. 4-5]. Similarly, damage to
the wall has removed any trace of the place-name (if engraved) in the next scene of the siege
of the last Canaanite town (probably Yenoam as mentioned above). In this scene, Merenptah
is depicted advancing in his chariot against the town [fig. 6-7].37 It is known that at the
beginning of the Nineteenth Dynasty, King Sety I attacked the town of Yenoam during his
first Asiatic campaign in his first regnal year as recorded in the Northern Wars scenes of Sety
I at Karnak and the First Beth-Shan stela of Sety I.38 Thus, it seems that controlling this town
was essential to reassert the Egyptian influence in Canaan and to quell rebellions.
The last battle scene of Merenptah shows pharaoh’s chariot in the center, his rearing horses’
front hooves almost touching the left end of the scene. For that reason, no fort can be
positioned on this side; rather, the king is charging a mass of enemies [fig. 8]. Thus, this scene
matches the description of Israel in the Triumph-Hymn, for it is there written
Ysrỉȝr, the determinative signifying a people without a specific city state, as contrasted with
Ashkelon, Gezer, and Yenoam, whose names have been written with the determinative .
Consequently, the parallel between the Triumph-Hymn and the Karnak war scenes of
Merenptah seems perfect: three fortified towns and one people battling in open country.39
Rainey rejects the identification of the defeated people in the scene with the Israelites, arguing
that the defeated people depicted are Canaanites as they had chariots and are dressed as
Canaanites.40 Yurco maintains that Israelites are dressed in the same manner as the
Canaanites.41 Kitchen explains the occurrence of the chariots in the scene arguing that the
early Hebrews were anyway not the sole inhabitants of Canaan near the coast, and that
Merenptah’s invading force doubtless caught out both the Israelites and the local Canaanites
amongst whom they were endeavoring to carve out their area of settlement. So, the people in
the reliefs would have been a mixture of Israelites and Canaanites; the firsts having the main
impact, it’s their name that has been recorded.42 However, Iskander argues that the arguments
of both Yurco and Kitchen presume much but have little supporting evidence.43 Indeed, I
agree with Yurco that this scene matches the description of Israel in the Triumph-Hymn, but I
think that the presence of the chariots with the defeated people leads us to think that the term
Israel is unrelated to the Israelite people of the Hebrew Bible as some scholars had suggested
before. It seems that the term may relate to a Canaanite tribe or to a group of people living as
nomadic invaders in the Canaanite areas in the same manner as the Apiru44 in Canaan, but
37
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they have not been mentioned in the Egyptian records before or later.
In the war scenes of Merenptah at Karnak the pharaoh is depicted binding Shasu captives
[fig. 9], in contrast to the foes in the four battle scenes, who all are Canaanites, judging by
their dress.45 Additionally, Merenptah is depicted driving Shasu captives to Egypt before and
under the pharaoh’s chariot [fig. 10].46 Another procession of Shasu identified by a horizontal
line of text above them stating: “consisting of the Shasu whom his majesty plundered.” Above
this text just enough of the block remains preserved to show a file of Canaanites, readily
distinguished from the Shasu by their long cloaks. Both of these files are part of a scene
depicting the presentation of the spoils of the campaign to the Theban deities [fig. 11].47
The Shasu were a predominantly seminomadic people encountered in areas ranging from
Sinai48 to Transjordan,49 the central hill country and Syria.50 The text of Sety I’s battle relief
at Karnak indicates that his Shasu foes were located in the hills of Kharu; the battle scene
makes it quite clear that Shasu also frequented the northern Sinai and the environs of Gaza.51
In Merenptah’s reign Shasu were found in southern Canaan and Sinai, as shown by Papyrus
Anastasi VI.52 Throughout the New Kingdom, the Shasu were mainly attacked in order to
eradicate the threat that these groups posed to the safety of caravans and travelers or to settled
populations in general.53
Yurco has explained the appearance of the Shasu among the prisoners of Merenptah’s
Canaanite campaign as indicating either a separate campaign or simply that Merenptah’s foes
had hired Shasu men as mercenaries.54 I suggest that the Shasu-bedouin were not just
mercenaries during the Canaanite war of Merenptah, but they were a principal enemy for the
Egyptian military action in Canaan during the campaign of Merenptah in the regions
surrounding the major three city-states (Ashkelon, Gezer, and Yenoam). It seems that they
were responsible for a major part of the revolts that occurred in Canaan. This suggestion is
based largely upon two reasons. Firstly, they were the major hostile forces to the Egyptian
military action during the first campaign of Sety I in Canaan,55 and they occurred also as
hostile forces during the events of the Battle of Kadesh and in other texts of Ramesses II some
decades before.56 Secondly, the Shasu occurred alone in the text of the triumph scene of
Merenptah at Karnak in the phrase of the speech of Amun-Re to the king as follows:
(I) love your return after you have trodden the foreign countries. You have smitten the [Shasu],
you have trampled down the Nubian tribesfolk.
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The recording of the names of the enemies in the text of the triumph scene of Merenptah at
Karnak is an aspect that could be considered as “historically valid”. The scene is now
deprived of its pure symbolic character, referring to real historical events. This may give an
indication on the historical purpose of erecting the triumph scene of Merenptah at Karnak,
commemorating these victories of the pharaoh over the Shasu in the East and the Nubians in
the South. The triumph scenes of the warrior Ramesside pharaohs, in which the king is
represented smiting ethnical groups of northern and southern enemies with his mace in the
presence of Amun-Re, usually occurred in relation with narrative battle scenes, in order to
glorify the victories of the warrior pharaohs.57 According to previous Egyptologists, the
triumph scenes are a generalized summary of the battle reliefs during the Ramesside Period.58
I think that Merenptah transported his Canaanite captives to Nubia and the Shasu captives to
the west after the end of his Canaanite war, according to the last phrase of the speech of
Amun-Re in the text of Merenptah’s triumph scene at Karnak which reads: “(you have) seized
[every land] at its South, and sealed it upon its North”.59
This part of the text calls to mind a text from Abu Simbel that describes the resettling of
different groups under Ramesses II:
The Nubian was brought to Delta, the Asiatics to Nubia, it is in the western land that he has
placed the Shasu-bedouin and it was upon the mountain ridges that he has established the
Tjehenu-Libyan.60

Spalinger argues that this text states that Ramesses II transported the Nubians to the north and
the Asiatics to the south, as well as the Shasu to the west and the Libyans to the hilltops,
probably indicating the common practice of the New Kingdom Pharaohs of moving captives
to various sites for corvée labour or for military service.61 Therefore, this part of the triumph
scene’s text of Merenptah at Karnak may refer to the continuous practicing of resettling the
war captives during Merenptah’s reign.
The question here is why did Canaan suddenly rebel after more than half a century of peace?
Kitchen suggested that the death of a monarch was always viewed by the more adventurous or
oppressed vassals as a time to test the mettle of the new, untried ruler, with hope of throwing
off his yoke. Thus, this is what happened after Merenptah’s accession.62 I strongly disagree
with this perspective because there is no clear reason that makes Libya, Canaan, and Nubia
waiting for five years until they rebelled in the same time. On the other hand, Singer
suggested that the pacification of these entities was a further planned step in Egyptian
expansion and its establishment in the northern Levant. Turning the via maris into the main
road from Gaza to Aphek was necessary to secure international routes in Canaan. Singer
claimed that further annexations to the centrally governed territories was needed after the
relative stagnation in Egyptian foreign policy in the last decades of Ramesses II’s rule.63
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As noted above, it seems that an alliance between the Sea Peoples and the Canaanites may
have taken place during the fifth year of Merenptah’s reign. The Sea Peoples were a major
part of the joint attack on Egypt with the Libyans at Egypt’s western border. Also, they may
have been settled in southern Canaan as some scholars have suggested. Similarly, it has been
noted that some of the Maryannu warriors who were the aristocracy of the Canaanite societies
were fighting beside the Libyans and the Sea Peoples against Egypt in the Libyan war of
Merenptah. Accordingly, the alliance between the Sea Peoples and the Canaanite city states
could be the main reason for the Canaanite rebellion against the Egyptian domination during
the fifth year of Merenptah’s reign. Furthermore, it seems that the Shasu-bedouin have seized
the opportunity to rid themselves of their overlords and took a major part in the Canaanite
rebellion. They fought against the Egyptian troops which moved to quell the rebellion and
were defeated.
Based on texts from several sources, as well as on climatological data, it seems that the whole
Ancient Near East, including Hatti, Mesopotamia, Ugarit, Libya, and possibly even Egypt and
Nubia, suffered from severe drought. While, at times, Egypt was able to relief the hunger of
Hatti and Ugarit – distant allies –, it seems that it had trouble coping with its neighbours’
shortages and distress. Merenptah was forced to retreat on all fronts hundreds of kilometers
and defend the core of its kingdom.64
The Nubian War of Merenptah
The four stelae of Merenptah at Amada,65 Amarah West,66 Wadi es-Sebua67 and Aksha,68
were set up ostensibly to commemorate Merenptah’s crushing victory over the rebellious
peoples of Wawat.69 Unfortunately, three of these inscriptions are almost completely lost;
however, the Amada text is exceptionally well preserved. The Nubian war of Merenptah is
described on the Amada Stela of Merenptah as follows:
One came to inform His Majesty (that) the fallen ones of Wawat had transgressed in the South.
Now, it happened in Year 5, 3rd Month of Shomu, Day 1 – just when the valiant army of His
Majesty came (to) overthrow the despicable chief of the Libyans (Libu). Never shall they leave
any people for the Libu, any who shall bring them up in their land! They are cast to the ground
(?) by hundred-thousands and ten-thousands, the remainder being impaled (‘put to the sake’) on
the South of Memphis. All their property was plundered, being brought back to Egypt.
All the rulers made obeisance (‘salaamed’), the lands were distraught at the might of His
Majesty. His war-cry is in their hearts, he has over-awed them. (They say): “Where can we go?
The fierce Lion is put prowling!”
The hot blast from his mouth (has gone) against the land of Wawat. They are destroyed at one
blow, they have no heir, having been carried off to Egypt altogether. Their chiefs have been set
64
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fire to, in the presence of their relatives (?). (As for) the remainder, the hands of (some of) them
were cut off because of their crime; (as for) others, ears and eyes were removed, (and they were)
taken to Kush. They were made into heaps in their settlements. Never again will Kush repeat
rebellion.70

The Nubian rebellion did not occur many hundreds of kilometers south of Egypt, in or near
the kingdom of Irem71, the southernmost area where the Egyptians fought in Africa several
decades earlier, but in the backyard of Egypt, between the first and the second cataracts. The
newly built temples by Egyptian kings in Lower Nubia (esp. Ramesses II), as well as the
immense Second Cataract fortresses with their granaries were probably targeted.72 It is of
special interest that the Nubian war of Merenptah represents the only clear occurrence, in the
Nineteenth Dynasty, of Nilotic Nubians rebelling – and, even more dramatically, of Lower
Nubians rebelling.73
The main course of the action is set in “year 5, the third month of summer, the first day”. This
date marks the assembly of Merenptah’s forces in the western Delta in response to the threat
of a Libyan incursion into the Egyptian territory. An inscription celebrating this military
engagement records that Merenptah’s forces defeated the Libyan enemy in a six-hour battle
two days later. News of Wawat’s rebellion reached Merenptah on the very same day as he had
marshalled all his forces to fight the Libyans and the Sea Peoples. The coordination between
the northern and southern attacks has been noted by Kitchen. The synchronism of the Libyan
and Nubian attacks is more than mere coincidence. There is strong suspicion that these
peoples had strategically planned the timing of their assaults on Egypt’s borders, principally
to divide and hence weaken Egyptian resistance. Lines of communication between the lands
of Libya and Nubia were, at this time, well established along the routes of the Western
Desert.74 Manassa argues that the near simultaneity of the events combined with the
references to the oases earlier in the Karnak inscription provides temporal and geographical
evidence for concerted action between the northern and southern thrusts. Since both the
Libyans and the Nubians lived on the fringes of Egyptian-controlled territory, a successful
Libyan invasion and a Nubian revolt would have served each group well; the northern
Libyans would have gained fertile land in the Delta, while the southern Libo-Nubians could
have achieved control over the Nubian gold-mines by cutting the region of Lower Nubia off
from southern Egypt.75 However, Merenptah responded to the news of the attack by attacking
70
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the land of Wawat: “The hot blast from his mouth (has gone) against the land of Wawat”.
They were devastated at one blow without heirs and brought together to Egypt. Fire was being
thrown at their great ones in the presence of their companions; the survivors had their hands
cut off because of their crimes, others had their ears and eyes removed, and were taken to
Kush. They were made into heaps in their towns.
It is noticeable that Merenptah chose mass deportation to Egypt as his method of staunching
rebellion. He has also employed terror tactics in his war, where the leaders of the Nubian
rebellion were apparently set on fire in the presence of their followers. Other Nubians were
mutilated and sent earless or eyeless back to their homes in Kush. The purpose of such
emphatically brutal treatment of the survivors, as stated in the texts, was to ensure that Kush
would never again rebel.76 It has been remarked that a similar fate is also met by the Libyans
as reported in the Great Karnak (or Libyan war) inscription of Merenptah, when “fire was
placed in their camp, their tents were ashes”.77
In a graffito located at Aswan road to Philae, the Viceroy Messuy is depicted with King
Merenptah who stands in his war chariot (fig. 12).78 Moreover, Messuy held the military title
, ỉmy-r mšʿ n sȝ nsw, “Overseer of the Army of the Viceroy”.79 I think that this
graffito is very significant because it indicates that Messuy participated personally in the
military operations against Nubia. According to Säve-Söderbergh, it would seem strange for
Messuy to show himself in the graffito he carved in Aswan, on the road with military scenes
before his sovereign in a war chariot without having taken part in a war in the South.80
Spalinger suggested that Merenptah did not participate personally in his Nubian military
campaign,81 hence I think that the depiction of the king in this graffito may be a symbolic
representation, and that Messuy was the commander of the military activities that leads to the
defeat of the Nubian rebellion by Merenptah’s army as mentioned in the Nubian stelae of the
king. This may explain why Messuy held the military title of “Overseer of the Army of the
Viceroy”, as noted above. Furthermore, The Amada text and its parallels do not provide any
specific details concerning the date or the locality in which the Nubian conflict took place,
though the campaign was probably entrusted to the command of the Viceroy of Kush
Messuy.82
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Fig. 1. Merenptah besieges Ashkelon (lower register of Merenptah’s war scenes at Karnak:
Fr.J. Yurco, JARCE 23, 1986, fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The Ashkelon scene of Merenptah (lower register of Merenptah’s war scenes at Karnak:
W. Wreszinski, Atlas zur altaegyptischen Kulturgschichte II, Leipzig, 1935, pl. 58).
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Fig. 3. Drawing of the Ashkelon scene of Merenptah (lower register of Merenptah’s war scenes at
Karnak: ibid., pl. 58).

Fig. 4. Merenptah besieges an unnamed town, probably Gezer (lower register of Merenptah’s war
scenes at Karnak: Fr.J. Yurco, JARCE 23, 1986, fig. 3).
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Fig. 5. Drawing of the scene depicting Merenptah besieges an unnamed town, probably Gezer (lower
register of Merenptah’s war scenes at Karnak: W. Wreszinski, Atlas zur altaegyptischen
Kulturgschichte II, Leipzig, 1935, pl. 57a).

Fig. 6. Merenptah besieges or attacks an unnamed town, probably Yenoam (upper register of
Merenptah’s war scenes at Karnak: ibid., pl. 57).
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Fig. 7. Drawing of the scene depicting Merenptah besieges or attacks an unnamed town, probably
Yenoam (upper register of Merenptah’s war scenes at Karnak: ibid., pl. 57).

Fig. 8. Merenptah attacks a mass of enemies, probably Israel (upper register of Merenptah’s war
scenes at Karnak: Fr.J. Yurco, JARCE 23, 1986, fig. 5).
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Fig. 9. Merenptah binds Shasu captives (lower register of Merenptah’s war scenes at Karnak: ibid.,
fig. 6).

Fig. 10. Merenptah drives Shasu prisoners to Egypt (lower register of Merenptah’s war scenes at
Karnak: ibid., fig. 8).
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Fig. 11. Shasu and Canaanite prisoners of Merenptah (Merenptah’s war scenes at Karnak: ibid., fig. 9).

Fig. 12. The graffito of Viceroy Messuy (Aswan road to Philae: J. de Morgan, U. Bouriant, G. Legrain
et al., Catalogue des Monuments et inscriptions de l’Égypte antique I/I. De la frontière de Nubie à
Kom Ombos, p. 18, no 87).
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